
Should be
Prepared

Prepare the contents Adhere to the pedestal Put the powder & Water Fix the dome to the base   Completion!  

There may be a case of loose or departing because of screw-type snowdome. 
Please pay attention to handling. At the work, it should be careful for the children 
without swallowing　to children mouth or putting in eyes.
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without swallowing　to children mouth or putting in eyes.

NOTES

Please carefully handled even 
after completion with caution.

Please waving to the quiet when 
you shake the dome no coming off, 
or no loosing the dome.

There is a case that dislodged it loose 
over time or by strongly shake or over time 
because of screw-type dome.
Tighten sometimes rotate at that time.

There are cases where water is dirty when 
passed a long period of time.
Replace the water at that time.

Secure the pedestal and dome while 
rotating them keeping up side down.
Remove the rubber cap of the pedestal 
bottom, poure the water from the hole 
using the container with a narrow mouth 
nozzle,  or from faucet that has narrowed 
amount out of the water. 

When the powder floats from the water,
and if there are air bubbles on the surface 
of and content, 
allowed it to stand as it is for a few days.
if do not change it still, put a few drops 
of the kitchen detergent from the hole.

Put a snowdome dedicated powder 
in spherical dome which has been 
inverted. First, put the powder and 
water to the cup and add a few 
drops of kitchen detergent therein.
Stirring the water & powder mix, 
and put it in to the dome 
using a spoon. Then powder will  
dance well in a dome without 
floating of the powder.
After poured powder, put tap water
 in the dome gently up to 80% 
of the dome.
Adhered the contents to the pedestal. 
After curing, if you leave immersed in 
water with a kitchen detergent, 
there is no small bubbles on the surface 
of the doll after completion the dome.

Remove the spherical dome from the 
pedestal while rotate the dome.
Adhere the contents on the stage of 
the pedestal. 
Bond using an adhesive that matches 
the content of the material.
Note to avoid adhesive adhere to 
the threaded portion.
Since cured as soon as you use 
the curing spray of instant adhesive, 
it is immediately available to put water.
During extended curing, dome inside 
that cover a spherical dome is clouded.
Please be cured without covered 
with a dome.

Because if you put the water look bigger, 
it is recommended a smaller contents
It is recommended to those of 
water-resistant material with sweets 
and Gachabon bonus, etc.

If you are self-made, it is recommended 
the production of a water-resistance 
material.

If you chose to be produced in Polymer 
clay (FIMO, Sukarubi), fading resistance 
of color must be improved 
by the application of water-resistant 
varnish after being cured in the oven.

How To Make 
the Screw-Type
Snowdome

You can see how to make, work of everyone, a variety of Snowdome information 

on your PC and mobile in more detailed.  http://www.snowdome.net/
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SNOWDOME Dedicated Powder
* Snow powder
* Rainbow RAME powder
* Rainbow RAME powder (fine)
* Pastel powder
* Snow Crystal powder

* Star Silver powder
* Star Blue powder
* Heart-type Gold powder
* Heart-type Red powder
* Colorful powder (mix)
All 10 types

Plastic Black
round pedestal
Diameter: 7cm

Plastic
White Ellips Pedestal 
Size: Same as Black Type

Plastic
Black Ellips Pedestal 
Wide: 9 cm
Dia.  7 cm 
Depth. 7 cm 

Glass
Size:LL
Dia. 15 cm

"SnowDome Kit" series
(There is also a Santa doll and shells containing the kit to put in)

Glass  
Size:S
Pillar Pedestal
Dia. 4.5cm 

Glass
Size:S
Dia. 4.5cm

Glass
Size:M
Dia. 6 cm  

Glass
Size:L
Dia. 8 cm .

1) There are 10 species powder for optional snowdome kit. Please choose your depend on your taste.
    Dome kit (pedestal, spherical dome, rubber cap). As a matter of a convenience of the spherical dome molding, 
    there is the seams and the convex part on the top portion.
2) The snow dome will produced by selecting a small doll model, contents - doll acids, 
    sweets bonus, Gachabon or polymer clay.  +Water resistance is required.
3) Water, tap water or purified water. Long abandoned dirty water should be replaced.
4) Kitchen detergent, (regular detergent for dishwashing) The detergent prevents the surface of the doll and the powder 
     from resisting water. 
As a result, powder beautiful dance, prevent air bubbles from the doll surface.
5) Adhesive gel type of instant adhesive:  Choose the one that fits familiar with the contents of the doll’s material 
After adhesion, dry curing for over night or cured using adhesive curing spray.

 New Products 
　　Plastic Screw-Type-Pedestal Kit, 6 colors 


